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Getting to know
the project
Yang Bot is a crypto project designed to make life easier in our daily crypto activities, to ultimately maximize our
chances of making significant profit from trading crypto right on our favorite app; Telegram. We have very
powerful Telegram based AI powered products that are deeply rooted in AI capabilities, to ensure that tasks are
done effortlessly for the users, especially crypto education purposes, profit making and crypto development
purposes. We have identified a few aspects of the cryptocurrency space that we could improve with our
traditional AI powered products. As you go through this whitepaper, you will get to learn about each of the Yang
Bot products. 

The project has been built on strong foundation that will ultimately bring about great success of Yang Bot in the
crypto world. 
Yang Bot project is bridging the gap between the Artificial intelligence and the Crypto currency, through
strategically built ecosystem that is cushioned by highly experienced development and marketing team.

Our AI Powered Bots are intended to generate revenue for the project and drive the adoption of the $YANGBOT
token. The effectiveness of these bots in their distinct fields will ultimately entice users from every corner of the
crypto world, this will translate into very high adoption level of the native token, therefore ensuring healthy price
growth.
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Yang ChatBot
We have effectively bridged Chat-GPT database with crypto aggregators vast information database on crypto
coins and tokens, to enable our chat bot effectively give accurate answers to crypto related questions in real
time. Yang ChatBot is a telegram bot that gives all crypto stakeholders worldwide, the opportunity to get real
time live information about any coin or token. information such as marketcap, price, holders, ownership etc can
be gotten through the Yang Chat Bot effectively without having to open aggregator websites such as
coinmarketcap and coingecko.

This bot will be highly helpful in the crypto space, as it is being developed to have its own database on the Yang
Bot server, to be able to give answers to users at a very high speed and 100% accuracy.



Yang Trading Bot
Our trading bot promises to give maximum profit to the users, as they are afforded the opportunity to use
numerous features that have been embedded into the trading bot. Yang snipping bot feature has the ability to
snipe tokens at 0.05 seconds of being added to the liquidity pool, snipe any new token launch or IDO without
any need of running your own Ethereum nodes.
Yang Trading Bot has been developed to be fully compatible with all available chains at the moment, such as:
Ethereum, Smart chain, Solana, Avalanche, Artrium, Base chain and many more. 
Unlike other sniping bots out there, you do not need download stand-alone app or connect to our website, to be
able to use our sniping bot. This bot can be effectively run from your telegram account, making use
pancakeswap router, uniswap router, Base router and others.

Features
 Automatically buy and sell your tokens at preset price deviations.
 Find successful traders and automatically copy their trades.
 Pre-set your trades on the integrated TradingView Chart and
Indicators.
 Be the first to buy any new token launch on all major DEXES.
Create unlimited number of wallets
Cheapest fee: 0.3%
Portfolio tracking



Yang BuyBot

Yang Buybot is equipped with innovative features that sets it apart from the pre-existing buybots in the space.
Just as some of the other buybots, it is multichain compatible and designed to be income generating source for
the project. crypto projects can be advertised on our price bot, the advertised projects being shown in all
telegram groups that the buybot is added in. But of course, premium users of our buybot have to hold a certain
amount of the $YANGBOT token, to get access to the premium features of the bot.
The bot allows media files attachment to the buy update; JPEG, MP4 and GIF. Also our buybot has the feature to
play notification sound in the telegram group, upon every buy update.



About Yang
Token
$YANGBOT token is the native currency of the Yang Bot project and it is being used as means of transaction
across the ecosystem. It gives access to our various bots and also affords the premium features for the users.
The token whole supply will be used in creating liquidity in the liquidity pool, leaving no token with the team or
unlocked.

TOTAL SUPPLY  -  1 0 Million
CONTRACT  -  0xf2b56659D3c89710ECE21463A914DD834bD6e6F8
DECIMAL  -  18 
CHAIN  - ETH

TAX RATE: 5%

SLIPPAGE: 5% - 10%



$YANGBOT
Token Features

Anti-Bot feature
Anti-Whale mechanism
Auto Liquidity generator
Holders' reward
5% Buy & Sell Tax
Ownership renouncing
Locking LP



Roadmap
Short term

Launch StageFoundation Stage Growth Stage

Smart Contract 
Website & Socials
Community
Yang Chat Bot
Top influencers invite
Asian Kols Partnership
Web-3 integration

Upvotes Listing
Partnerships
Anti Bot & Whale activate
Liquidity on PCS
Trending
Buybot in 50 TG groups
Social media marketing

CMC & CG Listing
Community contests
Asian Callers
Pin posts globally
Yang Buybot
Yang Sniping Bot
Youtube & TikTok advert
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(123) 456-7890
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support@yangbot.ai
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